
 
 

 
 
Media Release 
 
18 December, 2020: CreditorWatch with a group of credit sector leaders is urging the 
Government not to further extend the temporary relaxation of insolvency rules into 2021. 
 
While a raft of measures and stimulus packages including JobKeeper have helped the economy 
and businesses in the short-term, the ‘safe harbour’ insolvency moratorium is creating longer-
term risks by propping up zombie businesses, putting creditors at significant disadvantage, and 
threatening the future of viable businesses. 
 
What do the experts have to say? 
 
“The challenges will come once we actually stop kicking the can down the road and there’s 
nowhere for unviable or fraudulently run businesses to hide,” says Patrick Coghlan, CEO of 
CreditorWatch.  
 
“There is a real danger that good businesses will be pulled down by businesses continuing to 
rack up debts they know they won’t be able to pay.” 
 
The CEO of the Australian Restructuring Insolvency and Turnaround Association (ARITA), John 
Winter, says the temporary insolvency measures mean unviable businesses that need to go 
through a solvency process are being allowed to continue, which is putting creditors at serious 
risk.  
 



 

“There is a clear policy intent that the Government wants insolvent businesses to keep trading,” 
Winter says. “That means they are racking up debt with an inability to pay it. The consequences 
really are simple: it means creditors won’t get paid.” 
 
Grow Finance Executive Director David Verschoor says he agrees that an extension of the safe 
harbour provisions is unnecessary. Despite arrears being at all-time lows, some companies 
were unfairly hiding behind the moratorium. 
 
“The problem for us is that we have to wait until January before we can start enforcing in the 
way we want to,” Verschoor says. “And realistically, these are often customers that can pay, 
and that are taking advantage of the system to creditors’ detriment.” 
 
CreditorWatch’s Coghlan agrees that some debtors are taking advantage of the safe harbour 
provisions.  
 
“You can break debtors up into different buckets,” he says. “You’ve got those who are probably 
not engaging [with creditors] because they can’t make payments. But then you have those who 
probably could make payments but are taking advantage of the legislation, the changes and the 
climate to horde their cash and not make payments to anyone.” 
 
Nick Pilavidis, the CEO of the Australian Institute of Credit Management (AICM), says his 

members also have distressed customers but who simply aren’t engaging with them.  

 

“They [our members] are significantly concerned about those that are actively avoiding them,” 

he says. “That’s creating a lot of pressure on them to support the viable customers, because 

they’re worried these debts are building and aging on their ledgers and causing greater pressure 

for them.” 

 

“Those businesses that normally get wound up in an orderly process, and allow credit providers 

to move on, are creating a bigger weight on their [members’] ledgers,” Pilavidis adds. 

 

Pilavidis notes that, based on a survey of AICM members, the insolvency moratoriums are 
propping up unviable businesses and was making it harder to spot viable businesses. 
 
“It’s a big challenge for credit providers to determine those that are not viable and those with 

temporary problems and just need some support to get through it. Without being able to 

distinguish that, and without being able to avoid those ones that aren’t viable, creditors are 

faced with having to assume that all businesses are high-risk in that unviable place.” 

 
What will 2021 look like? 
 



 

Most of the credit sector leaders now agree that there won’t be a ‘cliff’, where insolvencies 
explode when the moratorium ends. But problems still loom. 
 
Grow’s Verschoor says the Government’s stimulus packages including JobKeeper have made a 
big difference, with hardship falling in Grow’s case from 16.5% of its portfolio to less than 2%, 
with most now out of Victoria. 
 
ARITA’s Winter says he doesn’t believe we are going to see a sudden rush of insolvencies. 
“What we’re more likely to see is a two-year process which is going to start early next year, 
when people realise that the market isn’t there as it used to be, and that once JobKeeper comes 
out their business just isn’t going to be able to pay the bills.” 
 
“It’s simply going to be a more progressive roll-up of that, rather than a sudden rush that we 

thought it was going to be,” Winter adds. 

 

AICM’s Pilavidis says legal actions and insolvencies will increase in 2021, as they are currently 

below normal levels. “The initial increase will predominantly be in those areas where customers 

have been avoiding their liabilities, actively avoiding it, or are really unviable businesses.” 

 
Pilavidis says businesses with viable operations suffering temporary issues should engage with 
creditors. “We really encourage that engagement, and working through those issues in an 
orderly process, rather than pushing that problem down the road, making it bigger. And when 
those debts are finally brought to account, there’s a bigger issue for all businesses to deal with 
and recover from.” 
 
Are there any alternatives? 
 
The credit sector leaders believe there are alternatives to the safe harbour provisions. 
 
ARITA’s Winter notes the temporary moratorium is effectively going to be extended until March 
because anybody who applies to have a restructuring practitioner appointed is granted a three-
month extension of that. 
 
Winter says an alternative to the moratorium is to replicate what happened after recent 
bushfires across Australia: offer businesses a $5,000 or $10,000 voucher to get business advice.  
 
“Most [SMEs] don’t even have an understanding that they need to appoint an insolvency 
practitioner. They think what they need to do is go to their landlord and say, ‘I’m shutting up 
shop, here are the keys.” 
 
The credit sector leaders also say insolvency laws designed to simplify insolvency for small 
business are in fact too complex.  
 



 

“The simplified process is more complex than the standard process,” Winter says. “The 
Government, in its endeavour to simplify things, has put more protections around it, and those 
protections are costly and time-consuming.” 
 
“What we need, and what we’ve been calling for, for two years, is a complete review of our 
insolvency regime with a desire to create a much greater level of simplicity so that it’s 
approachable for people who are in financial stress, and so it will also help build a rescue culture 
in Australia,” Winter adds. 
 
AICM’s Pilavidis says his organisation supports the intent of the Government’s move to simplify 
insolvency laws for small business. “But we want to make sure it is a simplified process,” he 
says. “And the one thing that we strongly support is the legislation recognises that we need to 
reduce the circumstances where preference claims are pursued.” 
 
Winter says that Australia could come out of recession stronger if we encourage businesses to 
get help earlier so there is something left of the business to save itself with. “We’ve seen too 
much ad hoc legislation which is simply confusing people who are already overloaded.” 
 

 


